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The life and death of

and resulting
shockwaves

WHO WAS HE? SHORT BIOGRAPHY (Wikipedia)

Born: 11 March 1957
Qanat-e Malek, Kerman, Iran
Died: 3 January 2020 (aged 62)
Baghdad Airport Road, Iraq
Married: Yes
Children: 5 (3 sons, 2 daughters)
Military Service: 1979–2020
  Branch: Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
  Rank: Major general
  Commands held: 41st Tharallah Division of
  Kerman; Quds Force
Awards:Order of Zolfaghar and Order of FathA devout Shia Muslim, loyal to the Supreme

Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, with whom
he shared a close bond

HERO  VILLAINand 

Considered second-most-powerful leader
in Iran
Mastermind behind Iran’s vast network of
proxies from Iraq and Lebanon to Syria,
Yemen and Afghanistan
Operated largely in the shadows, until
recent years
Considered "unparalleled" as a military and
intelligence operative in the region
A "ruthless killer" 
Labelled a supporter of terrorism by US
(2007)
Sanctioned by UN and US

Considered to have  successfully fought
Iran's enemies and helped defeat the
Islamic State (IS)
Awarded the Order of Zulfaqar (highest
military order) in 2019
"Brave, charismatic and beloved by the
troops"
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, once called him a
"living martyr of the revolution"
Paid tribute  through songs, social media
posts, and documentaries
Had an Instagram account with 100,000+
followers
Estimated 1,000,000 mourners in Tehran

FROM A CHRISTIAN
PERSPECTIVE

Window of opportunity for Gospel (± 2
months) as Iranian government focuses
attention on US targets, not Church
Church will use this time to reach more
people with the Gospel
Threat of war and increasing economic
sanctions drives people to seek hope
elsewhere - only true source - Jesus Christ

8 MAY US withdraws from Iran Nuclear deal
7 AUG First round of sanctions on Iran
5 NOV Second round of sanctions on Iran

TIMELINE OF EVENTS

APR  US labels Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) a terrorist organisation -  unprecedented
(first time US designated part of another
government a terror group)
Iran responded declaring US a “state sponsor of
terrorism”
5 MAY  US announced deployment of Carrier
Strike Group and four B-52 bombers to Middle
East to “send a clear and unmistakable
message” to Iran
8 MAY More sanctions - steel and mining sectors
14 MAY Yemen's Houthis attack oil pipeline
13 JUN 2 oil tankers attacked, crews evacuated
in Gulf of Oman
17 JUN More US troops deployed to region
20 JUN US drone shot down
25 JUN New US sanctions
4 JUL  Iranian tanker (Grace 1) seized by UK
authorities off Gibraltar; suspected of delivering
oil to Syria (possible violation of EU sanctions
against Syrian government)
11 JUL Iranian boats try to stop British oil tanker
in Strait of Hormuz before being warned off by
HMS Montrose
19 JUL  Iranian Revolutionary Guards seize 2 oil
tankers: British-flagged, Swedish-owned Stena
Impero held at Bandar Abbas, Liberian-flagged
Masdar later released
4 SEP US intensifies economic pressure on Iran
27 DEC  Kata’ib Hezbollah rocket strikes killed
one US contractor and wounded several troops,
prompting US airstrikes against militia group,
which reacted by storming US embassy in
Baghdad on New Year’s Eve. Trump administration
forced to rapidly deploy US Marines to defend
compound
31 DEC Protesters storm US embassy

2018

2019

2020

2 JAN US Secretary of Defence Mark Esper warns
Iran may be planning attacks on US interests
3 JAN US kills Soleimani in targeted strike
4 JAN  Trump claims 52 Iranian (incl.  cultural)
sites could be targeted if Iran retaliates
5 JAN  Iraqi parliament calls for expulsion of
foreign troops. Soleimani funeral. 
7 JAN At least 56 killed in funeral stampede
8 JAN  Iran launches missiles at Iraq airbases
hosting US and coalition troops -  no injuries or
fatalities
Ukraine International Airlines Flight 752
‘unintentionally’ shot down by Iran
11 JAN  Iranian protesters take to streets after
Tehran admits Ukrainian plane was
unintentionally shot down

GLOBAL REACTION TO
KILLING OF SOLEIMANI

Syria strongly condemned a "treacherous
American criminal aggression", warning it
constitutes a "dangerous escalation" in the
region
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said
Trump "deserves all the credit for acting
swiftly, forcefully and decisively."
Russia’s Foreign Ministry condemned the killing
and said it will "increase tensions throughout
the Middle East"
China's  (close Iranian ally and staunch
opponent of  US presence in Iraq) Foreign
Ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said his
country is “highly concerned”
French President  Macron responded he wants
to "avoid a new dangerous escalation" and
called for "restraint"
British government urged caution, saying
"further conflict is in none of our interests"
German government spokeswoman Ulrike
Demmer US action was a reaction to a "whole
series of military provocations for which Iran
bears responsibility'' 
European Council President Charles Michel
urged all parties to avoid further escalation "at
all cost," saying, risk of recent cycle of violence
in Iraq "is a generalised flare-up of violence in
the whole region"

US PUBLIC OPINION ON
TRUMP'S HANDLING OF IRAN

https://cdn.statcdn.com/Infographic/images/normal/20428.jpeg

"This is the equivalent of Iran killing
the US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff or the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency and then taking

credit for it."
- Roman Schweizer Aerospace and Defense Director, Cowen

Washington Research Group

POSSIBLE FUTURE SCENARIOS
Iran systematically targets US military presence in
region 
Disruption of the Straits of Hormuz
Increased asymmetric warfare - calculated blows to
interests of US allies in region
Renewed proxy war in Iraq
Saudi Arabia becomes emboldened by their
weakened rival and expands their influence
Internal dissent in Iran increases leading to a
'Persian Spring'
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